
 Peer Mediator Progress Report 
 This list is not a “test” but should serve as a tool to come back to for ongoing training, support, and 

 speaking with students about their comfort level mediating a dispute. 

 Peer mediator demonstrates active and reflective listening skills with other peer mediators, trainers, 
 and in a mediation role play setting. 

 1  2  3  4  5 
 Notes: 

 Peer mediator knows all 6 steps of the mediation process and can identify them. 

 1  2  3  4  5 

 Notes: 

 Peer mediator demonstrates and shows understanding of impartiality, confidentiality, and 
 self-determination in mediation. 

 1  2  3  4  5 

 Notes: 

 Peer mediator shows enthusiasm for mediation as a solution to school-based interpersonal conflict 
 and shows leadership qualities as an ambassador of the program. 

 1  2  3  4  5 

 Notes: 



 Key 

 Peer mediator demonstrates active and reflective listening skills with other peer mediators, trainers, 
 and in a mediation role play setting. 

 ●  Uses body language to show understanding (eye contact, head nodding) 
 ●  Summarizes without inserting their own opinions 
 ●  Asks questions of the parties to make sure they are understanding correctly 

 Peer mediator knows all 6 steps of the mediation process and can identify them. 

 1. Parties agree to mediate  
 2. Each party shares their side of the story   
 3. Mediators “mirror” what they heard  
 4. Mediators come up with win-win solutions  
 5. Parties evaluate the options  
 6. Parties create and sign the agreement 

 Peer mediator demonstrates and shows understanding of impartiality, confidentiality, and 
 self-determination in mediation. 

 ●  Peer mediator makes an effort to remain neutral in role plays, discussions, and in mediation 
 sessions. 

 ●  Peer mediator understands the importance of confidentiality and is able to explain the 
 importance during a mediation session. 

 ●  Peer mediator emphasizes the voluntary nature of mediation during their opening 
 statement, and throughout the session when needed. 

 Peer mediator shows enthusiasm for mediation as a solution to school-based interpersonal conflict 
 and shows leadership qualities as an ambassador of the program. 

 ●  Overall, the peer mediator seems invested in the future of the program and making peer 
 mediation as an option to resolve conflict known to the rest of their school. 

 ●  Peer mediator is willing to mediate disputes when requested by the faculty sponsor. 
 ●  Peer mediator is open to further training and self reflection about their areas of personal 

 growth as a mediator for their school. 


